Evidence-based medicine and the Cochrane Collaboration.
Providing evidence-based care to patients involves turning a clinical problem into an answerable question, systematically searching for the best evidence relevant to the question, critically appraising that evidence, and, finally, using the evidence as the basis for clinical decisions to solve the problem. While the overload of medical information today presents a demanding challenge to physicians to sort and identify relevant and valid evidence, it is vitally important to translate that evidence into clinically useful terms. To apply evidence to patient clinical management, it is critical to discuss with patients the evidence, the benefits and the harms, and the alternative treatments, such that they understand and can fully participate in the decision-making process. The framework of evidenced-based medicine provides a concrete methodology to address these issues, here, framed and detailed in five steps. The Cochrane Collaboration has been at the forefront of applying the methods of evidence-based medicine (EBM) in the treatment and management of musculoskeletal and other disorders.